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1.     Problem Finding 
(The beginning…) 

Identify a problem you would like to solve.  You may want brainstorm for problems using different approaches 

eg thematic, survey or general brainstorming etc. 

1 A Document a list of problems you have identified.  Your documentation should show clearly how your 

group came up with the problems. 

We decided to focus on the elderly as Mr Lee Hsien Loong said that ‘based on trends, if we project into 2050, even 

with immigration, the population pyramid will be inverted ... We are going to be growing old faster than any 

society in the world.’ As such, we decided that we should focus on this rapidly growing part of society 

 . The problems we came up with were this: 

1) Dizziness (A website) 

2) Inability to bend their joints/ back (A website)  

3) Dementia (A website) 

4) Loneliness (A website)  

5) Easily falling over (A website)  

6) Remembering their medication (Yu Yang’s grandmother constantly forgets to take her medication) 

7) Shaky hands (A website)  

The website we used is cited in part 6. 

1 B You should have selected a problem based on some considerations. Identify and justify these 

considerations. 

Monetary (How much a product for solving the problem will cost) 

Feasibility (of us working on it) 

Availability (of current solutions in the market)  

1 C List some problems your group would like to solve.  List also the considerations for selection of problem 

in the evaluation grid below.  Score the considerations, against the problems, with points 1 (least significant) to 

4 (most significant).  Sum up the total points for each problem.  Identify that problem you would like to solve. 

Problem Evaluation Grid 

Considerations for 

Selection 

  

Dizziness  Inability to 

bend 

joints/back  

Dementia  Loneliness  Easily 

falling 

over  

 Remembering 

medication 

 Shaky hands 

 Monetary aspect  2 

  

 5 2   2  4  2  1 

 Availability of 

current solutions in 

the market 

 4 

  

 2  3  5  4  3  4 

 Feasibility  3 

  

 5 1   1  3  2  2 

 Total (15)  9 

  

 12 6   8  11  7  7 

2.     Define the Problem 

(This is one…) 
  

 



Now that the problem has been identified.  It is important to gather information on the extent of the problem 

and/or evaluate the usefulness of existing solutions based on some criteria.  You may need to conduct surveys 

and research on existing solutions. 

2 A Extent of problem (Research and discuss the problem and write down the problem statement) 

 

Many elderly are unable to bend their joints or backs to accomplish certain daily routines such as pulling their shoe 

off. Excessive stress is placed on the elderly’s joints and back when they carry out daily activities like walking 

(Osteoarthritis and Cartilage (2002) 10, 353–359). 

 

2 B Compare and contrast the existing or similar solutions. 

Shoehorn  

Just slide it into the heel of the shoe and push your foot upwards, and the shoe comes off.  It is cheap and easy to 

use, but the elderly have to bend down to insert it into the shoe, and they are also required to hold the shoehorn, 

and their hands are weak and shaky. Moreover, the elderly may kick their shoe under furniture 

Boot/shoe remover  

The contaption is placed on the floor with the cut-out section sloping upwards at an angle, away from the feet. 

One foot is placed on the back of the contraption to support, while the shoe to be removed is wedged into the 

front section. The foot is then eased out of the shoe which is held firmly by the aid. However, there are several 

flaws to this. The shoe would have to be picked up out of the hole, and they would have to bend down to do so. 

They also have to bend down to pick it up and place it back into the cupboard, or else the shoe may be kicked 

around under furniture.  

3.     Your BIG IDEA# 

(Developing the idea….) 

Write down your proposed invention and why you want to do it.  State also how you think your proposed 

invention is better. 

3 A Describe your proposed invention.  

Originally,  our invention was a slanted platform with an electromagnet inside it. A thin piece of steel would also be 

given and it will be attachable to the elderly’s shoe, allowing the shoe to come off easily. When the elderly wishes 

to wear the shoe again, they merely need to switch the magnet off and it would slide down. The electromagnet 

would attract the piece of metal in the shoe and stick it to the platform.Furthermore,the electromagnet can be 

switched off, and gravity would pull the shoe downwards, allowing the elderly to wear it. (First Prototype) 

However, after the first test, we found that the electromagnet was too weak and was unable to attract the shoe. 

So we decided to use a more manual method of joint method. There are two pieces of wood with a hook on each 

attached to a flat platform, and a ring made of rubber that is sewed onto the shoe. The rubber ring can click into 

the hook,securing the shoe at a fixed position and making it more convenient for elderly to take off their shoes. 

(2nd Prototype )  

After the second test, we found that the ring was hard to click into the hook and just used the back of the shoe to 

hook onto the hook. (Improving further) 

 After mid-term evaluation, we removed the back part which was sticking out as it was very obstructive and did not 

help our invention in any way.  

3 B Explain the purpose of your proposed invention and the potential benefits to users. 

 Our invention aims to help the aged who are unable/ have difficulties in bending over and taking off their shoes or 

raising up their foot and removing their shoes. It also helps to keep the shoes in place, so the elderly would not 

kick it under something by accident, and not be able to find it.  

3 C In what ways would your proposed invention be different and/or better than existing solutions, if any? 

Our invention is simple and easy to use- it only requires you to slip the back of your shoe into the hook, removing 

the shoe for you.It can also help to keep the shoes in place, preventing the hassle of having to search for it under 

furniture later, and also does not require the elderly to bend down and pick the shoe up to put it into the shoe 

 



cupboard. Our invention does not spoil the shoe, and also does not require the elderly to bend over 

3 D What are some problems you expect in the course of your proposed invention? 

 Originally 

1) The materials needed to make the shoe remover  

2) Making the magnets strong enough  

3) How to place the metal piece into the shoe  

4) What kind of platform do we want?(slanted or straight) 

5) Whether the shoe remover is able to really be fixed at their positions after being attracted to the 

electromagnet and not slide off at all , as the shoe sliding off will only block the pathway and elderly may 

trip over the shoes very easily, and consequences will be dire (not putting  our shoe platform’s advantage 

to ‘use’) 

Now 

1) Ensuring the ring is not too obtrusive  

2) Ensuring the ring is strong enough 

3) Ensuring the ring ‘clicks’ into place with the hook  

4) Ensuring the elderly do not have to bend down at all while hooking their shoes onto the pair of hooks . 

5) Ensuring that they are able to see the hook’s location correctly and not need several(i.e more than 2 

times) attempts to hook their shoes in place. 

 

3 E What and when are the major milestone (project timeline) in your invention?  

Planning Prototyping, Mid year evaluation, Final Evaluation  

4.     Construction or Modelling Process* 
(This first… then that…) 

You are now onto the fabrication of your prototype/ product. You need to select material and understand how                  

to put them together so that your prototype/ product can perform its function. 

4 A Explain how and why the materials were chosen for the prototype/ product of your invention 

We tried using several materials to make the different parts and the whole invention failed terribly as many parts 

we had tried using were not successful.  

Finally, we used wood for the platform. Wood is durable and will not break easily. It can support a very heavy 

person (80-100 kg) too and it will still not break(strength). We used steel to make the metal piece and the 

electromagnet because steel is a magnetic material and will allow the electromagnet set-up to work by electric 

current to be able to pass throughout the whole circuit.  

We then used a metal hook as our hook after the first test as metal is a strong and durable material and can hook 

onto the ring easily. We used rubber for the ring as rubber is soft and yet strong, so the shoe can be worn to go 

outside without hitting people and causing serious injuries while being able to hook onto the hook very easily  

After we removed the ring, we found that the original materials were suitable for our shoe platform. 

After the second test, we chose to remove the rubber ring and use the back of the shoe as in this way, we would 

not need any additional items, and the surface area of the back of the shoe is bigger, making it easier to hook onto 

as compared to that of the small rubber ring.  

4 B Explore these considerations that may guide the construction of your prototype/ product. 

1st Iteration  

1) Whether the electric current flows through the circuit (whether switch works)  

2) Whether the shoe platform is too slippery for the shoe to be able to balance on it 

3) Whether it is able to support the person’s weight  

4) Whether it can attract the metal in the shoe 

2nd Iteration  

 



1) Can the platform take a person’s weight? 

2) Does the hook and ring work? (i.e click together) 

3) Is the hook and ring aligned?  

3rd Iteration  

1) Can the platform take a person’s weight? 

2) Does the hook click onto the back of the shoe? 

3)  Does the shoe stay in place?  

4 C Document the prototype/ product development stages. You may use drawings,          

photographs or videos. 

This was our first idea. We were unsure of the workability of an electromagnet 

attracting a pair of shoes through the platform, so we first made a model out of 

styrofoam to test the concept out, but no matter how many coils we wound 

around the metal bar and how many batteries we added, it did not work. In the 

end, we had to give up on this idea involving electromagnets and had to 

brainstorm for another method- preferably a more manual one.  

      We then came up with this- the wearer would simply slide the heel of their 

shoe underneath the hook then lift their foot upwards and the hook would hook 

onto the ring which is attached to the shoe, pulling the shoe downwards and off 

the foot. However, we soon realised that the ring was small, thus making it hard for the 

elderly to click their shoes onto the hook. We then removed  the ring and just decided to 

go with the new idea of clicking the hook with the back of the hook itself, and cut the 

back of the platform off as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.Modification and Evaluation 
Upon the completion of your prototype/ product, you would need to see if it is working the way you 

want it to work. Check if your product has met the identified purpose and the user’s need; and 

implement necessary modifications and improvements.  This process may take several rounds 

 



5 A Write down your prototype/ product test criteria and check against it if it works.  Identify 

areas of weakness for modification.  Indicate the test iteration and date of test. 

 

Test Iteration: 1 Tick Remarks 

Test Date:  

30/6/18 

Pass Fail Potential 

Failure 

  

Whether the electric current flows 

through the circuit (whether switch 

works) 

✓    

Whether the shoe platform is too 

slippery for the shoe to be able to 

balance on it 

     ✓ We are unable to determine whether it is too slippery or not as it is a test 

model made of styrofoam as we did not want to waste the wood.  

Whether it is able to support the 

person’s weight  

     ✓  The platform is made of styrofoam as it is just a mode to test our concept 

out, and as such obviously would not be able to stand on it  

  

Whether it can attract the metal in 

the shoe 

 ✓  Use a more manual method instead of using electromagnet. 

After this round, we decided to change the electromagnets to a more manual method involving the hook and ring, and actually used a wood 

platform to make it.  

Test Iteration: 2 Tick Remarks 

Test Date:  

1/7/18 

Pass Fail Potential 

Failure 

  

Can the platform take a 

person’s weight? 

 ✓       

  

Does the hook and ring 

work? (i.e click together) 

   ✓    Remove the ring and use another method 

  

Is the hook and ring 

aligned? 

 ✓       

  

We chose to just simply hook the shoe onto the back part of the shoe, and it worked.  

Test Iteration: 3 Tick   

Test Date:  

2/7/18 

Pass Fail Potential 

Failure 

  

Can the platform take a 

person’s weight? 

 ✓       

  

Does the hook click onto the 

back of the shoe?  

 ✓       

  

Does the shoe stay in place?   ✓       
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